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HONDA ADVANCED 
4-STROKE TECHNOLOGY
Honda are pioneers in 4-Stroke engine technology and continue to lead the way in 
producing top of the range engines with superior performance and power.  
Each engine efficiently delivers powerful, quiet and clean performance. 

FUEL EFFICIENT & 
ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY

Honda’s 4-Stroke engine technology offers 
superior fuel economy using approximately 
half the fuel of its 2-stroke counterparts. 
Its low vibration engine reduces user-
fatigue making it the perfect engine for 
high-usage power equipment. Cleaner 
burning performance, low vibration and 
noise also mean it’s much healthier for the 
environment and the operator – they are 
built like no other.

NO MORE FUEL MIXING

With Honda’s 4-Stroke engines there is 
no need for fuel mixing. All motors run on 
unleaded petrol and because you don’t 
need to mix oil with petrol your engine will 
run cleaner and longer. 

POWER AND TORQUE

Larger diameter valves maximise the 
power output and support performance 
over its entire speed range. Whether 
cutting through long dense grass or tilling 
soil, Honda Power Equipment remains 
consistent in its strong torque and  
powerful delivery.
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WELCOME TO HONDA –  
the No.1 outdoor power equipment 
brand in the world.

Operating out of New Zealand for over 

40 years, Honda Power Equipment has 

been providing kiwis with reliable, quiet, 

emission conscious 4-Stroke power 

products that has remained unsurpassed. 

Whether you are a home gardener, an off 

the grid farmer, a mobile contractor or a 

multi-national business, it is all about being 

successful in your pursuits. This is where 

the old adage of “no one regrets buying 

quality” really comes into play. When you 

choose Honda you actually take it one 

step further than this – as you are now 

working with the best – with the best 

working for you!

Enjoy perusing the range, get excited, and 

then head to your nearest Honda dealer. 

You’re on the best track and your Honda 

Experience is about to start first time!

Ross Allan 

Manager, Honda Power Equipment NZ 

STARTS ‘FIRST TIME EVERY TIME’ 

Honda engines are renowned for being 
consistently easy to start. From our unique 
automatic mechanical decompression 
system to heavy duty recoil rope, our 
engines are designed with quick, easy 
starts in mind.

Your motor wil start ‘first time every time’, 
a unique feature that will make your 
experience with Honda that much better.



4 -YEAR WARRANTY

YEAR 
WARRANTY

*special conditions apply

Honda offer up to a 4-year* Domestic Warranty on nearly all 
our power equipment range.

We do this because we know our products last and we stand 
behind them 100%. Don’t just take our word for it, the countless 
contractors and domestic users that count on Honda Products 
should hopefully be more than enough to convince you. For 
commercial warranty details please see your local dealer.

THE HONDA FEATURES THAT MAKE OUR PRODUCTS  
STAND OUT FROM THE REST

• Easy to start – you won’t believe it until you try it. One pull and the engine starts.

• No fuel mixing - just petrol. Simply fill up your new Honda and get to work.

• High torque and low RPM resulting in excellent performance and increased longevity  
of your engine.

• Better fuel efficiency – just one of the many benefits of a 4-Stroke engine.

• Less noise – engines operate well below acceptable noise standards.

• It will run cleaner with low emissions – Honda’s ‘caring for the environment’ ethos has 
been actively in place since 1964.

• Top in reliability – don’t take our word for it, ask any contractor with a Honda product. 

There will always be a certain pride and status gained in knowing and showing your friends 
and neighbours that you own a Honda. It is a premium product that shows you want more 
than any old product to work outdoors with. You want the very best that is on offer. You want 
your lawns to look their finest, your back up power to be 100% reliable and your engines to 
be the most efficient and robust. What you want is a Honda.

THE HONDA ADVANTAGE
Why choose Honda? Because Honda won’t let you down.  
Our products are built to go the distance and with nearly  
seventy years of proven performance, you won’t be disappointed.
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LAWNMOWERS
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MOW-SAFE TECHNOLOGY
Honda’s mower range incorporate the latest safety 
features to protect you and reduce the risk of hazards  
and potential damage to limbs. 

The technology allows for the rotating blades in the 
mower to stop within 3 seconds. Available on all Honda 
lawnmower models in the following two versions:

ENGINE BRAKE
Honda’s MOW-SAFE ENGINE BRAKE stops the blades and 
the engine within 3 seconds upon release of the handle. 

BLADE BRAKE
BLADE BRAKE stops the blade within 3 seconds of 
releasing the handle, whilst the engine continues to run. 
This allows you to keep the engine running, while being 
able to empty the catcher.

RELIABILITY 
Honda engines have been proven time and time again to 
be one of, if not the most reliable engine in the market.

As the industry leading engine for the demanding 
commercial sector, Honda engines set the standard 
for 4-Stroke fuel efficiency. For anyone working in a 
professional lawn care business where breakdowns are 
not an option.

LAWNMOWER FEATURES
Why buy a Honda lawnmower? Because it’s a Honda, it’s that easy. Honda lawnmowers 
are built to the highest standards making them the most reliable and also the safest 
lawnmowers available. You know it’s of the highest quality because it’s a Honda. 

CHASSIS
Honda lawnmower chassis are developed with strength, 
peformance and longevity in mind.

All HRR model mowers use a durable steel chassis that 
provides users with higher strength and yield. Rocks or 
other hard materials won’t damage the chassis. Honda 
Lawnmowers use the highest grade steel in the industry –  
16 gauge, nearly twice that of most competitors effectively 
cancelling out rust issues that many other mowers  
suffer from.

HRU mowers use long life aluminium for their chassis 
construction. This material is lighter and more rigid, ideal 
for extended usage and very popular amongst contractors.

HRX mower decks are made of NeXite®, one of the 
toughest polymers on the planet. NeXite® is a high impact 
resistant durable polymer that does not dent, rust or 
corrode. As it is extremely lightweight, it can easily get 
around your lawn. NeXite® is the same material that NFL 
helmets are made of and Honda are so confident about 
this material it comes with a lifetime guarantee!

SUPERIOR CUTS
MicroCut® Twin Blade System Honda’s exclusive 
MicroCut® Twin Blade System uses four cutting surfaces 
that result in ultra fine clippings for superior mulching and 
up to 30% more clippings per bag. Perfect for a clean and 
neat finish for your lawns. 
(HRR and  HRX models only)

Swing Back Blades are ideal for use on lawns with 
obstacles. When the blade hits something, they ‘swing 
back’ and the entire cutting arm is not damaged, plus 
there is less impact on the vital parts of the mower. 
(HRU models only)

HONDA 4-STROKE ENGINE
At the heart of every Honda Lawnmower lies our Honda 
GCV and GXV commercial grade engine. These 4-Stroke 
engines are recognised as the industry leader in providing 
reliable, quiet and fuel-efficient power. In fact, they run 
about 30% more fuel efficiently than comparable  
side-valve engines.

4-IN-1 VERSAMOW SYSTEM™ 
WITH CLIP DIRECTOR®
Honda’s Versamow System™ lets you 
mulch, bag, discharge and shred leaves 
– or even a combination of mulching 
and bagging! Just slide the convenient 
Clip Director® lever to choose how much 
grass is bagged or mulched. It’s the 
ultimate in convenience and versatility.  
(HRX models only) 

HYDROSTATIC CRUISE 
CONTROL

Honda’s Hydrosatic Cruise Control 
allows precise speed control that’s fully 
adjustable from 0-6.5km/h.  
(HRX models only)
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CLOSE UP LOOK:  
HRR216VKUA SELF-PROPELLED

Further cementing Honda’s reputation as one of the premier 
manufacturers of domestic lawnmowers, the HRR216 features a large, 
durable steel 21" cutting deck and a generous 67 litre catcher bag.

3-IN-1 SYSTEM WITH 
CLIP DIRECTOR® 
Mulch, bag or discharge your 
clippings with just one touch. 
(HRR models only)

WHEELS 
Large, 8-inch wheels with  
rear ball bearings for better  
manoeuvrability and durability

SELF-PROPELLED 
SMART DRIVE 
Easily adjust the mower’s 
speed to your pace by rotating 
the control. Five position  
adjustable control for comfort.

67 litre dacron catcher bag –  
light and easy to empty

Microcut® twin blade system  
for finer clippings

21" steel cutting deck with  
4 wheel height adjustment

Starts first time every time,  
easy to reach throttle

Honda Four-Stroke GCV160 
overhead cam engine

ENGINE BRAKE

NEW  
MODEL
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HRR216PKUA WALK BEHIND 

A powerful mower, idea for decent sized lawns.

• Reliable 4-Stroke GCV160 engine 

• Rugged yet lightweight solid steel 21” deck 

• 3-in-1 System with Clip Director® mulch,  
bag and discharge 

• MicroCut® Twin Blades 

• 66 litre Dacron catcher bag 

NEW  
MODEL

ENGINE BRAKE

It mulches fantastically,  
catches wet grass well, it’s self-propelled.  
I think we’re on to a winner.

HRX217HYU SELF-PROPELLED

A perfect residential lawnmower suitable for larger 
sections and performs well in any weather conditions.

• Powerful 4-Stroke GCV190 engine

• 4-in-1 Versamow System™ with Clip Director®

• Hydrostatic Drive

• Huge 88 litre Dacron catcher bag

• Lightweight NeXite® Deck

• 21” cutting width

BLADE BRAKE

HAYDEN GOLDSACK WITH THE HRX217 
Select Lawnmowing
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IDEAL FOR  
Contractors

NEW  
MODEL

• GXV160 4-Stroke engine

• 21” cutting deck

• 70 litre dacron catcher bag

• Swing back blade

• Mulch and catch

BLADE BRAKE

CLOSE UP LOOK:  
HRU216M3 SELF-PROPELLED

This self-propelled lawnmower with a large cutting deck makes 
lawnmowing faster and easier. It’s ideal for large lawns and 
uneven terrain.

200mm wheels for 
faster mobility

Commercial grade  
GXV160 engine 3-speed  

gearbox

Blade Brake 
Mow Safe Techology

HRU19M2 WALK BEHIND

A premium, lightweight mower, perfect for  
medium-sized lawns.

• GCV170 Engine

• 19” cutting deck

• 54 litre Polymer catcher

• Mulching function

• Improved catching performance

• Improved front engine brake for comfort

• Swing Back Blade

• New height adjust control

NEW  
MODEL

ENGINE BRAKE
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HRU196 HERITAGE WALK BEHIND

Solid and reliable – lawnmower contractors and landscape 
designers love the Heritage.

• 4-Stroke GXV160 OHV engine with a cast-iron bore.

• 19” Lightweight Alloy Deck and Open Chute 

• 54 litre Polymer catcher

• Mulch and catch

IDEAL FOR  
Contractors

NEW  
MODEL

HRU196M2 WALK BEHIND

A great choice for medium to large lawns.

• GXV160 engine

• 19” cutting deck

• 54 litre Polymer catcher

• Improved mulching function 

• Wide open discharge

• Swing back blade

ENGINE BRAKE

IDEAL FOR  
Contractors

ENGINE BRAKE
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RIDE ON TRACTOR The best finishing mowers on the market 
– Honda ride on tractors are designed for 
properties with extensive lawns that deserve 
the ultimate finish.

BUILT TO LAST
Honda design and engineering with a durable rigid 
chassis, sealed electrical components and an easy-clean 
cutter deck with anti-rust treatment. Comes standard with 
a cast-iron front axle.

HONDA V-TWIN 4-STROKE ENGINE
Easy key-starting engine delivers the highest standard of 
smooth and efficient power.

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE
Smooth hydrostatic drive allows you to cut at your own 
speed. Maintains a constant blade speed for a perfect cut.

FULL LED DASHBOARD
Diagnostic dashboard shows battery and fuel level, cutter 
and drive controls and an audible ‘bag full’ indicator.

PNEUMATIC BLADE ENGAGEMENT
Smooth and simple dash-mounted blade control with 
additional safety for cutting in reverse.

AUTO-ACTIVATED HEADLIGHTS
Allows you to cut the lawn into the evening.

FLUTED MESH COLLECTION BAG
A vast 300 litre fluted grass bag design allows greater 
airflow for improved collection performance, as well as 
reducing operational noise and dust.

EASY-CLEAN
Easy-clean deck comes with a hose nozzle attachment – 
simply connect the hose and engage the blades with the 
engine running to clean inside the cutter deck. 

MULCHING
Built-in mulching system with easy shift lever.

SAFETY FIRST
Honda belt covers keep all the moving parts protected.

SUPERB CUTTING & COLLECTION
New blade and anti-scalp deck design incorporates twin 
fans and air intake to pull more air through, for optimised 
cutting and collection performance.
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CLOSE UP LOOK: HF2417
Perfect for large lawns and commercial use. With hydrostatic 
drive for smooth operation it gives a quality cut at any speed 
with a superb cut and finish.

Large wheels to minimise 
impact on ground

Honda GCV530 V-twin motor 
offering great fuel consumption 
and low emissions.Smooth foot operated  

Hydrostatic transmission

Electric key start, push 
button blade engagement

300L fluted catcher bag allows 
improved catching performance 
with lower dust and noise

40” (101cm) cutting width

HF2622
With all the features of the HF2417 you’ll appreciate the 
extra cutting width to put the finishing touches on your 
lawn or lifestyle block.

• GXV660 OHV 4-Stroke V-Twin

• 350L catcher bag

• 48” (122cm cutting width)

Automatic headlights for 
low light conditions.

Not only do large lawns take a lot of work to look their 
very best, they take a lot of time as well.

Powerful Honda engines, large cutting decks and a 
range of add ons, help get the job done faster.

The HF2417 and HF2622 are best suited to flat 
lawns with high quality growth. Our lawn tractors are 
designed to provide great looking lawns that lawn 
connoisseurs throughout the country aspire to – and 
clients alike will love. 

If lawns are your passion, then a Honda Lawn Tractor  
is your ideal vehicle.

HONDA RIDE ONS 
DELIVERS THE FINEST CUT
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BRUSHCUTTERS UMK425L
Powered by Honda’s new generation II GX25 Mini 
4-Stroke engine delivering commercial grade power.

• 25cc, 0.8kw

•  Tough jobs are easy with the heavy duty tap-and-go 
nylon head

• Safety goggles & single harness included

•  Always wear full safety gear including ear protection, 
face guard, brushcutting chaps and leather gloves

•  Check the guard surrounding your cutting head, and 
the cutting head is firmly secure before starting

• Cutting when the grass is dry is best

•  Always ensure that you operate a safe distance away 
from people, animals or machinery.

•  Be careful when cutting close to gravel driveways or 
near loose stones. The blade or line may cause these 
stones to fly up and hit you or nearby items

•  Always operate the machine at full throttle and use 
both hands to control it.

•  Swing the cutting head 30-40 degrees in a steady, 
controlled manner.

BRUSHCUTTING TIPS
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BLOWER

UMK435U
Makes tough jobs easy with a 4-tooth metal blade  
plus a heavy-duty tap-and-go nylon line head.

• Generation II, 35cc, 1.2kw

• Bull handle

• Safety goggles & full operator harness included

UMK435L
Ultra-compact and lightweight, the UMK435 Loop 
Handle Brushcutter will keep you working longer  
with less fatigue. 

• Generation II, 35cc, 1.2kw

• Safety goggles & full operator harness included

HHB25U
A quick and easy clean up with the HHB25  
power blower will have your paths and driveways 
 looking smart in no time.

•  Effortless power from its 25cc, Mini 4-Stroke engine  
with throttle cruise control

• 70m/s air volume

•  Unique anti-suction fan cover

•  Comfortable to use, with vibration isolating handle

•  Optional round nozzle also available

IDEAL FOR  
Contractors
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VERSATOOL

1: CHOOSE YOUR ENGINE

UMC435 POWERHEAD 
Powered by the Honda 35cc engine. Perfect for 
residential and commercial users.

• Full 360° ‘any-side-up’ operation

•  Exclusive rotary-slinger  
lubrication system

IDEAL FOR  
Contractors

Honda Versatool handles all the jobs you need for a great backyard. 
Powered by Honda’s advanced 4-Stroke engine technology, featuring:

• 8 handy tool selections
• low vibration to reduce user fatigue 
• excellent fuel efficiency and low emissions 
• no messy oil/fuel mixing.

UMC425 POWERHEAD 
Powered by the Honda 25cc engine,  
it’s lightweight and powerful.

• Full 360° ‘any-side-up’ operation

•  Exclusive rotary-slinger lubrication system
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HEDGETRIMMER  
(SHORT SHAFT) 
Perfect for tidying smaller hedges  
and shrubs.

•  Features a 550mm double-sided blade 
with a 90mm shaft length

•  Cutter guard protects hands and legs 
from the trimmer blade

BLOWER 
Easily keeps garden paths, driveways, 
lawns and verandas free of leaves  
and debris.

•  Ergonomic and compact design  
for added comfort without  
compromising performance

•  High air velocity with a  
two metre-square range

EXTENSION POLE 
Reach those high branches and hedges 
with this handy extension pole.

• 1m total length

PRUNER 
Designed for trimming, pruning and 
cutting high branches.

•  Features a 12” bar length with a  
3/8” Oregon saw chain

• Auto-Stop safety function

BRUSHCUTTER 
Designed for cutting and clearing around  
the property.

• Deep debris guard

• Durable nylon cutter head

• Bump feed

HEDGETRIMMER  
(LONG SHAFT) 
Longer attachment designed for 
trimming foliage and tall hedges.

•  Features a 550mm double-sided  
blade with a 590mm shaft length

•  Perfect for the commercial  
contractor

CULTIVATOR 
Makes tilling, aerating and cultivating of 
soil easy for better plant growth.

•  170mm width makes the cultivation 
of garden plots and lawns simple and 
stress-free

•  Sturdy rotary cover for  
added protection

EDGER 
The perfect tool to keep edges tidy on 
paths and gardens.

• Adjustable height mechanism

• Blade guard

2: CHOOSE YOUR ATTACHMENT
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TILLER

POWER CARRIER

Superior engineering means Honda Tillers are powerful and 
economical, producing less noise and emissions than the 
competition. With their ultra compact lightweight design, 
Honda Tillers will keep you working longer with less fatigue. 

*Not to be used for breaking new ground

Power Carriers take the backache out of shifting  
heavy materials reducing work-related injuries.

FRC800K1*

• 3 Forward speeds and 1 reverse 

• Honda GX240 4-Stroke engine

• 20” (507mm) tine width

• Dry weight 120kg 

• 20” Tine diameter

• Self propelled

HP500
Working across unstable or steep terrain, you’ll wonder 
how you ever got by without one.

• Professional grade GXV160 engine 

• Loads of up to 500kg on level ground

• Handle inclines and declines of up to 15

• Hydrostatic drive

• Manual tip
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AUGERS

POST HOLE BORER

*4”, 6”, 8” & 10” Augers sold separately

PHB35 
Fitted with a GX35 4-Stroke engine with 
1.0kw(1.3HP) net power @ 7000rpm.

• High quality European gearbox 

• Speed 160-200rpm

• Gear 40:1 reduction

A range of augers to suit all kinds of work.

8" AUGER 
720350

•  200mm  
 (8") Auger

10" AUGER 
727430

•  200mm  
 (8") Auger

6" AUGER 
720170

•  150mm  
(6") Auger

4" AUGER 
720040

•  100mm  
(4") Auger 

EXTENSION 
750360

• 475mm (18") Auger

• Extension fits PHB35

A great piece of gear for lifestyle 
block owners and fencing 
contractors. At just 10.5kg it is 
easily transportable between jobs.
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PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Honda produces an extensive range of Honda Genuine Parts and Accessories and specially formulated engine oils. Designed and 
manufactured to exact specifications, using Honda Genuine Parts, Accessories and Oils is the only way to keep your Honda engine in peak 
condition. Make sure when servicing your Honda engine, the work is carried out by an authorised Honda Power Equipment dealership.

SERVICE KITS

KITGX120SRV
Suits GX120UT2 models.  
Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug & Fuel Stabiliser

KITGX160200SRV
Suits GX160UT2 / GX200UT2 models.  
Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug & Fuel Stabiliser

KITGX22SRV
Suits UMK422/ UMT431 models.  
Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug & Fuel Stabiliser

KITGX25SRV
Suits UMK425/ UMS425/ULT425 models.  
Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug & Fuel Stabiliser

KITGX35SRV
Suits UMK435 models.  
Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug & Fuel Stabiliser

SERVICE KITS WITH BLADES INCLUDED 

KITGXV160SRV19
Suits HRU196, HRU196D, HRU196M, HRU196 Heritage.  
Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug, Fuel Stabiliser &  
2x Hi/2x Lo 19” blades.

KITGXV160SRV21
Suits HRU216, HRU216D & HRU216M. Includes Air filter,  
1L Oil, Spark Plug, Fuel Stabiliser & 2x Hi/2x Lo 21” blades.

KITGCV160SRVHRR
Suits HRR216. Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug,  
Fuel Stabiliser plus upper & lower bar blades.

KITGCV160SRVHRX
Suits HRX217. Includes Air filter, 1L Oil, Spark Plug,  
Fuel Stabiliser plus upper & lower bar blades.

BLADE DISC KITS

KITBLADED19
Blade disc and 19” 2x Hi/2x Lo blades to suit 19”  
Honda HRU/J mowers

KITBLADED21
Blade disc and 21” 2x Hi/2x Lo blades to suit 21”  
Honda HRU/J mowers (Excluding HRU216M1/2)

KITBLADED21BB
Blade disc and 21” 2x Hi/2x Lo blades to suit 21”  
Honda HRU216M1/2 mowers

UTILITY GLOVES
Comfortable wearing  
with easy grips.

Honda Utility Gloves 
M: L08GL020M 
L: L08GL020L 
XL: L08GL020XL

LINE TRIMMER CHAPS
Protect your lower legs from flying 
stones and debris. 
L08BC007B 

SAFETY GLASSES
Echo Jam Polarised (Black frame) 
L08SGE100H1

Echo Jam Polarised 
(White frame/blue anti glare lens) 
L08SGE100H2

Echo 
L08SGE691MH1

Echo + Dust seal + Strap Black 
L08SGE691MPH1

Echo + Dust seal + Strap Clear 
L08SGE691MPH3 

FACE SHIELDS &  
EAR MUFFS
Face shield/ 
ear muff combo 
L08VE008R

Ear muffs only 
L08EM006R 
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HRU BLADE KIT
 HRU19M, HRU197M, HRU196M, HRJ196  
06725 VK0 W80 

 Blade Set with bolts HRU216M 
06725 VJ9 W80

HRU216M, HRJ216 
06725 VJ9 B80

HRU216M 
06720 VJ9 A00

POP-UP GARDEN BAG
Collect garden debris with the added help of a pop-up 
garden bag. This 175 litre bag with carry handles allows 
for easy transportation and easily folds down after use. 
SP1845 

PREMIUM ENGINE OIL AND FUEL STABILISERS

Honda 4-Stroke Power Equipment Oil is designed for use in all 
Honda Power Equipment and their engines. 

Benefits of using Genuine Honda Engine Oil and Fuel Stabiliser:

•  Increased rust and oxidation inhibitors to fight corrosion from the environment

•  Shear stable polymers to resist viscosity breakdown under high rpm and  
high-load conditions

• Superior anti-foaming characteristics to better protect the engine at high rpm

•  Additional anti-wear additives for improved bearing protection

• Add Honda Fuel Stabiliser to keep carburetor and fuel system clean. 

1L 

 L1002P08003

4L 

 L1002P08006

20L 

 L1002P08001

Fuel Stabiliser 236ml 
087320800

MINI EU22  
POWERBANK
A mobile charger with enough  
power to charge your phone. 
HPEEU22IPWRBANK
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PUMPS Honda Pumps excel in combustion 
efficiency resulting in high performance, less 
emissions and greater fuel economy. Honda 
has a range of high pressure fire fighting 
pumps, transfer and trash pumps.

WB30XT3
Powered by the Honda GX160, the WB30XT can handle 
large volume projects with ease.

• Delivers 1100L/min capacity

• Maximum suction head 8m, Maximum total head 23m

• Portable 3” volume pump

WX15
Handles large volumes of cleaning water making it ideal 
for irrigation and drainage.

• Economical 1.5” volume pump

• Delivers 240L/min capacity

•  Maximum suction head 8m,  
maxium total head 40m

WB20XT3
Used by water cartage companies, construction 
companies and hire companies.

• Delivers 600L/min capacity

• Maximum suction head 8m, Maximum total head 32m

• Portable 2” volume pump

HONDA  
ALL THE WAY
Relied on by gardeners, tradies and companies, 
Honda products are the ultimate item for your 
garden. Honda is a premium product and as such 
our dealer and support network is extensive.

Honda’s commitment to creating products that improve the 
quality of people’s lives goes well beyond automobiles and 
motorcycles. Since 1953, Honda has manufactured over  
100 million power products worldwide. 

Honda continues to be a leader in the development of  
low-emission, fuel efficient, environmentally-friendly 4-Stroke 
engines for use in generators, water pumps, lawnmowers, 
outboard motors, and many other power equipment 
applications.

To view the full Honda Generator/Pump/Engine range visit: 
hondapowerequipment.co.nz 
or visit your local Honda dealer and pick up the latest  
Honda Generators/Pumps/Engines brochure.

NEW  
BROCHURE 
OUT NOW 
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GENERATORS Honda’s range of generators for domestic and commercial use offer reliable 
power when you need it most. Put the power back in your hands and don’t 
leave your power supply to chance.

EU22i
The EU22i, is 10% more powerful than its predecessor, 
remaining just as light and as quiet as before.

• Maximum output of 2200W/240 volt AC and 8.3 amp DC  
can run appliances and charge batteries simultaneously

• Powered by a Honda GXR120 Engine

• Up to 8 hours continuous operation on a full fuel tank  
@ 1/4 load*

• Lightweight 21kg

EG5500CX/CXS
Powered by the Honda GX390 Engine, it is one of the 
most powerful generators on the market.

• Continuous Operating Hours 8.1 at 5KW

• 8.3 amp/12 volt DC, maximum AC output 5500 watts max

• Dry Weight 89kg

EU30is
A solid, reliable generator for commercial use.

•  8.3amp / 12 volt DC, maximum 3000W/240 Volt AC can 
run appliances and charge batteries simultaneously

•  Up to 7.7 hours continuous operation on a full fuel tank  
@ 1/4 load

•  Easy storage and transport

EU70is
Ideal for commercial use. The EU70is boasts electronic 
fuel injection to increase fuel efficiency.

• 7000 watts max

•  Offers up to 18hrs continuous operation on a full fuel tank  
@ 1/4 load

• Optional lifting hook available

• Dry weight 118.1kg

NEW  
MODEL

*CXS electric start option available.
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SPECIFICATIONS
LAWNMOWERS

Product HRR216VKU HRR216PKU HRX217HYU HRU196 Heritage HRU216M3 HRU196M2 HRU19M2 HF2417K4 HF2622

Self-Propelled Walk Behind Self-Propelled Walk Behind Self-Propelled Walk Behind Walk Behind Ride On Ride On
Mow Safe Technology Engine Brake Engine Brake Blade Brake Engine Brake Blade Brake Blade Brake Engine Brake Electromagnetic Electromagnetic

Starter Recoil Recoil Recoil Recoil Recoil Recoil Recoil Electric Electric

Engine GCV160 GCV160 GCV160 GXV160 GXV160 GCV170 GCV170 GCV530 GXV660

Engine Spec OHV/OHC OHV/OHC OHV/OHC
OHV with cast
iron Bore

OHV with cast
iron Bore

OHV/OHC OHV/OHC OHV V-twin OHV V-twin

Auto Choke Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No

Snorkel No No No Yes Yes No No No No

Chassis Solid Steel Solid Steel Nexite® Aluminium Alloy Aluminium Alloy Aluminium Alloy Aluminium Alloy Standard LED Standard LED

Cutting Width 21" (530mm) 21” (530mm) 21" (530mm) 19" (470mm) 21” (530mm) 19" (470mm) 19" (470mm) 40" (1020mm) 28" (1220mm)

Cutting Height  
Adjustment 4 Wheels 4 Wheels 4 Wheels 0 Lever 1 Lever 1 Lever 1 Lever 1 Lever 1 Lever

Cutting Height Range 6 Stages  
30-100mm

6 Stages  
30-100mm

7 Stages  
19-100mm

11 Stages  
16-75mm

11 Stages  
16-80mm

11 Stages  
16-80mm

11 Stages  
16-80mm

30-90mm 30-90mm

Self Propelled Hydrostatic No Hydrostatic No Hydrostatic Hydrostatic No Hydrostatic Hydrostatic

Speeds Variable Push Variable Push Variable Push Push Variable Variable

Wheel Diameter (mm) 200 200 230 200 200 200 200 21” (530mm) 21” (530mm)

Grass Catcher Dacron Dacron Dacron Polymer Dacron Polymer Polymer Yes Yes

Catcher Capacity 66 Litres 66 Litres 88 Litres 54 Litres 70 Litres 54 Litres 54 Litres 300 Litres 350 Litres

Fuel Type Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded

Fuel Tank Capacity 0.93 Litres 0.93 Litres 0.93 Litres 1.5 Litres 1.5 Litres 0.91 Litres 0.91 Litres 8.4 Litres 8.4 Litres

Mulching Capability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Inbuilt Inbuilt

Rear Discharge 
Capability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes* (*optional kit 

available as accessory)
Yes* (*optional kit 
available as accessory)

Wash Port No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Mower Code HRR216K10VKUA HRR216K10PKUA HRX217K5HYUA HRU196 Heritage HRU216M3TBUH HRU196M2PWUH HRU19M2PKU HF2417K4HME HF2622K1HME

Blade Type Bar Blade Bar Blade Bar Blade Swing Back Blade Bar Blade Swing Back Blade Swing Back Blade Bar Blade Bar Blade

Weight 36.7kg 50kg 43.6kg 44kg 53kg 44kg 31kg 250kg 272kg
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TRIMMERS/BRUSHCUTTERS
UMK425L UMK435L UMK435U

Engine GX25 GX35 GX35

Displacement (cc) 25 35 35

Max. Power Output (HP/rpm) 1.1 / 7000 1.6 / 7000 1.6 / 7000

Fuel tank capacity (litres) 0.55 0.65 0.65

Fuel consumption (g/Hp-hr) 250 265 265

Dry weight* (kg) 5.7 6.7 7.1

Drive Shaft Solid Solid Solid

Handle type Loop Loop Bull

Harness Single Single Full

Goggles Yes Yes Yes

BLOWER
HHB25U

Max Air Volume (m3/min) 10

Max Air Velocity (m/sec) 70

Dry Weight (kg) 4.7

Engine GX25

Displacement (cc) 25

Max. Power Output (HP/rpm) 1.1 / 7000

Fuel Tank Capacity (litre) 0.32

Noise Level 75 dB (A)

Dimensions 965x265x370

SPECIFICATIONS

NEW ZEALAND DEALER NETWORK

SIGN UP TO THE NEWSLETTER

We are New Zealand owned and operated, providing Genuine Honda products to customers for over 40 years.

Honda Power Equipment is supported by a dealer network of nationwide stockists of parts and wholegoods, and 
in addition, supply and support customers such as NZ Government Departments, Civil Defence and NZ Emergency 
Services. We work hard to support local communities and have built key partnerships in the government, rural and 
infrastructure sector.

To find your nearest dealer visit www.hondapowerequipment.co.nz

Stay in touch and up-to-date with Honda Power Equipment New Zealand. 

Each month, and no more than once a month, we send out product news & information to an extensive database of 

Honda Power Equipment fans. Head along to www.hondapowerequipment.co.nz/newsletter-signup and enter your 

email address so you don’t miss out on the latest developments at Honda Power Equipment.
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DEALER DETAILS Honda reserves the right to change specifications at any time. Full warranty details are available from your authorised Honda Power Equipment dealer.  

For more information on the Honda Power Equipment range, visit your local Honda dealer. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only.

hondapowerequipment.co.nz @hondapowerequipmentnz

hondapowernzHonda Power Equipment NZ


